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This is a timeline that gives insight to my academic experience and the culture I have
experienced at Lehigh. This is told from from numerous critical points throughout my first year
of college.
Timeline
Culture, academic experiences, growth.
I am granting those who view my timeline a personal inside look at the struggles and triumphs I
have faced throughout my first year of college.
“Virtual Tour.” Search the Lehigh Website, 14 Aug. 2017,
www1.lehigh.edu/admissions/undergrad/visit/virtualtour
staff, lehighvalleylive.com. “Look Who Made the Dean's List at Lehigh University.”
Lehighvalleylive.com, Lehighvalleylive.com, 2 June 2017,
blog.lehighvalleylive.com/education/2017/06/look_who_made_the_deans_list_at_lehigh_university.h
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Synopsis
My digital object fully encompasses my Lehigh experience as a first year student.
It will be an excellent guide of for students in the future who will look back and be able
to relate to the many experiences I have. The students 25-50 years in the future and
see what life and Lehigh is like from a typical student who is active in the culture at
Lehigh. I speak on Greek Life being a large part of the culture here at Lehigh just as it
was when the school was founded. According to the Unit 1 Historical Reading Edmund
Hyde claimed “lovely homes were provided by Greek Life Organizations” (Introduction
and Lehigh’s Founding). The same can be said today because a large number of the
student population are currently living in housing provided by Greek Organizations. I
also go on to speak of the famous rivalry between Lehigh and Lafayette that every year
attracts a large amount of attention from the Lehigh community. There is no doubt the
Lehigh and Lafayette rivalry will still be prominent many years from now into the future. I
give an insight to future Lehigh students of my personal experience of my first
Lehigh-Lafayette football game. Many alumni still attend the game every year because it
is an experience that is truly memorable and I believe my timeline provides an
interesting look to future students of how the festivities impacted me. I then speak on
one of the many clubs that Lehigh has to offer to its students. I talk about my personal
experience in the Lehigh Bible Study and it speaks on Lehigh’s culture in that they have
something for every student. It shows Lehigh’s students feel strongly about being
connected to other Lehigh students with similar interests in them, creating an
enthusiastic and friendly atmosphere at Lehigh. Students in the future will be able to see
what Lehigh life was like and be able to compare their experiences regarding the clubs
that will exist at Lehigh years from now. The most helpful aspect of my project that
future Lehigh students will be interested to know about will be my academic
experiences throughout the entire year. It will be helpful for them to know of a student
25-50 years in the past has gone through the same struggles they are facing now and
every student is facing some sort of issues. I give them personal insight to the troubles
of first being away from home in not ideal living conditions. They will be able to take
away lessons from my failures in my first year of college. I spoke on helpful advantages
that Lehigh students can use that is provided by the university. It speaks on Lehigh’s
culture that it is a difficult school and it will take hard work to succeed but that is what
makes Lehigh one of the top schools in the nation. Students in the future can view my
project and get a full view on one students Lehigh experience throughout their first year
of college. They can relate to my academic experiences throughout my first year and
they can compare the culture of Lehigh now and the culture of Lehigh many years into
the future.
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